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x 2 9 x 5 x 5 x 4 x 1 0
Sage green viscose 670 dtex
Turquoise Viscose 670 dtex
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Continuing with the use of the monofilament weft yarns, this sample uses a highlight 
of the monofilament in and amongst concentrated picks of the copper raffia yarn. This 
sample is rather reminiscent of the type of woven raffia and cane used in a lot of 
outdoor furniture and allows us to see a glimpse of the open leno crossings at the 
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Turquoise wool 70 tex
Orange chainette 258 tex
Thick cream wool 2115 tex 1 1
1
This is the first sample created with the super chunky wool yarn. The mix 
of the chunky cream wool with accents of the blue and orange seen in the 
fishing net inspiration is quite striking.  Of particular note is the 
definition of the crossing threads as they are held firmly on the surface 
by the thicker yarns.  This is something to experiment with further.
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HapCc intelligence 
‘Rarely is empathy for materials greater than it is in the 
texCle and ﬁber‐related media, where they are felt and 
experienced beyond their physical presence as is they were 
animate and alive’. Walter Seelig (2005) 
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